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Body: Evaluate the effect of an automatic triggering and cycling system on patient-ventilator synchrony
during NIV in a mechanical lung model. Bench study, one ICU ventilator(Esprit®) and one NIV
ventilator(Trilogy®) were tested. The lung simulator ASL 5000(Ingmar) was set with obstructive
model:compliance 60mL/cmH2O, resistance 20cmH2O/L/s, and restrictive:compliance 30mL/cmH2O and
resistance 8cmH2O/L/s, both with respiratory rate 15 bpm and ventilatory demand of 60 L/min.A facial mask
was adapted to a head manikin, with an air leak of 10L/min.The Esprit® was adjusted in the NIV mode and
the Trilogy® in the S/T mode:IPAP 10cmH2O and EPAP 4cmH2O, triggering and cycling were set
automatically(AutoTrak®) or flow triggering (3L/min) with expiratory cycling 25%(conventional) in both
ventilators.Inspiratory and expiratory delay, inspiratory work and patient-ventilator asynchrony were
analyzed. Auto-triggering was observed in the restrictive model in the Esprit® with conventional
adjustments, but the phenomenon was abolished with the automatic settings. Little difference was observed
between the systems, suggesting that both methods were equivalent with respect to inspiratory and
expiratory delay and work.

Table1:Inspiratory and expiratory delay and work in the mechanical lung models

Obstructive Restrictive

Esprit® Trilogy® Esprit® Trilogy®

AT/CV AT/CV AT/CV AT/CV

inspiratory delay(ms) 37/51 28/60 60/ * 37/37

expiratory delay(ms) 18/28 14/42 34/ * 14/18

inspiratory work(J/L) 1,40/1,38 1,38/1,39 1,71/* 1,77/1,77



AT=AutoTrak®;CV=conventional;* persistent asynchrony

The automatic system showed advantage with respect to synchrony in the restrictive model.
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